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FUND POSITION__________________________ 

Notes (vol, skew, daily activity): 

 

 

 

 

MOVING AVERAGE: 

 50 DAY ____________ 

 

 200 DAY ____________ 

 

Notable Trades: 

Corn 1/6/2020 - 1/10/2020

Neutral

382 384 1/4

376 1/2

405 1/2
390

400

H 385 17 1/4 16.5%

K 390 28 3/4 17.25%

N 400 39 3/4 18.5%

-85k COT ( No Change w/w)

1/7 G385c 6 1/4¢ 1000x
G385c 6 1/8¢ 1000x

H390c v 383 1/2 d.41
     6 7/8¢ 1750x
     6 3/4¢ 2250x

H390c v385 d.42
     6 7/8¢ 1600x
     6 3/4¢ 1300x
       

1/8

1/10

Corn finished the week down fractionally and with vol out 1 percent. 

The crop report Friday showed what appeared to be bearish numbers, but the market managed to rally. 
At the time the report was released March corn was down 3¢, it rallied to close the day up 2 1/2. 

Its hard to understand the logic here. Yield was actually raised, ending stocks were not as low as 
expected. The market seems to be hanging its hat on a couple flimsy supports. There's still the unknow
as to how much Corn China will buy. It seems there was a shift to corn to feed cattle as wheat prices 
rose (when wheat sells off it'll be hard for corn to maintain). Last, it was said there would be a resurvey
of areas still not harvested if necessary. 

Corn doesn't need to selloff hard from here, but its really hard to put a bull case together, especially when 
you consider the planting estimates for this year. Cautiously playing vol by trading iron flys and butterflies
looks liek the way to go here. 
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Wheat 1/6/2020 - 1/10/2020

Bullish but topping

550

540

532 1/4

513 3/4

568 1/2

575

H 565 34 22.25%

K

N

570 56 3/4 23.5%

570 71 3/4 23.5%

+22k COT ( No Change w/w)

H510p/G540p v546 1/2 d.22
     -3 7/8¢ 2000x

1/7

Just like the Corn and Beans, Friday's report was a dud for Wheat as well. The market finished up 10¢
for the week due to midweek rallies. 

Friday, Wheat briefly took out the recent high from Jan 2 but sold off after and prices moderated after 
the report. Technically, and fundamentally, wheat seems ready for a selloff, but the chart is still 
technically in a bullish up trend. 

Call and put skew in wheat are both relatively low,but almost equal on each side. vol is high (for the
times) in the low 20's. Selling call spreads or ratio call spreads are an attractive and relatively safe
play to bet on a stall or a break. Of course you could buy puts, but its tricky with vol in the 20's. We 
could quickly see a 5% vol selloff on a few days of inactivity. 
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Soybeans 1/6/2020 - 1/10/2020

Still bullish, but running out of gas?

940

933 3/4

928 3/4

921 1/2

950

961

H

N
X

950 32 1/2 12.5%

960 53 1/2K 13%

980 73 3/4 14%
980 98 14.25%

-2k COT (+5k w/w)

1/6 G980c 3 1/4¢ 600x
H960/970c 2 1/8¢ 700x
H1050/1070 2x3 even 500x
                           1/8¢ 1500x
K820p 1/2¢ 1000x
K1080/1140c 2 1/2¢ 1200x
                      2 5/8¢ 750x

H1050/1070 2x3 1/4¢ 1500x
K1080/1140c 2 3/8¢ 1500x

H1050/1070 2x3 3/8¢ 600x

1/7

1/8

The first full week of trading of 2020 saw beans up 4 1/2¢ after a bearish, but overall benign crop 
report.

The market didn't move much Friday considering the great lead up, anticipation, and ultimate let down
to the bullish scenario many would hope would play out. 

With this report behind us, all the attention is now on the signing of the phase 1 trade deal, expected
later this week. Still there aren't any solid facts there and its hard to see anything that would really 
rally this market from here. Its a guessing game of how much and which commodities China will buy. 
And based on some of the "market conditions" language, they may not be obligated to buy US beans 
no matter the price as many hope. 

It seems with almost all the information on the table, there's not too much of a bull case left. Option 
vol was low, and it still is. Puts and put spreads look cheap, although long vol, while inexpensive, can 
still decay out quickly even if you buy it cheaply. 




